Memorandum

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (2-1693)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (2-312)-(P)

SUBJECT: INTERCONTINENTAL PENETRATION FORCES (INTERPEN) NEUTRALITY MATTER

Re Miami letter with enclosures 9/6/62.

Enclosed herewith are nine copies of a letterhead memorandum, dated and captioned as above.

MM T-1 is [MM 639-5] (X) (M)

The Miami Office will maintain contact with MM 639-5 and Border Patrol and U.S. Customs, and will keep the Bureau advised.

2 - Bureau (Enc-9)(RM)
2 - Miami
RJD: pim (4)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREBIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

Copy to: CIA/E/Slc ONI/OSI/ACS

on routing slip for info.

Date: 10-10-62 by

57 OCT 10 1962

SECRET